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Like most state governments, New York State is struggling in a time of unprecedented 
financial difficulty. Budget shortfalls and depressed tax revenue, in addition to a dramatic 
rise in the overall demand for government services, have forced policymakers and budget 
planners to come up with creative ways to do more with less.

One of the most daunting of these challenges is New York’s effort to fully meet the 
growing obligations of its public pension fund. State government, as well as local govern-
ments and school districts throughout the state, are being crushed by massive increases 
in pension costs for public employees. Contributions to the fund from the State and par-
ticipating localities are integral to maintaining a fully-funded system, and there is a cause 
for concern when these participating employers can no longer afford to set aside the funds 
necessary to meet these payments.

In order to mitigate the budgetary impact of prohibitively high pension costs, many 
states, including New York, have made use of a process known as amortization. This strat-
egy involves the prorating of a portion of an employer’s required contribution over a period 
of time. Essentially, amortization provides for the smoothing of contribution rate spikes by 
stretching over several years the period in which payments are due.

For over seventy-five years, amortization has been a component of New York’s pension 
funding strategy, most often being used to help the State and localities better manage overly 
burdensome one-time costs. In fact, the 2010-2011 State budget included a provision that 
authorized the amortization of unfunded pension liabilities. However, the State does not 
rely on amortization as regularly as many other states, whose public pension funds are nota-
bly less stable than New York’s fund.

The stability and reliability of New York State’s Common Retirement Fund is of para-
mount importance to the more than one million members currently accruing or receiving 
retirement benefits. As such, any policy response attempting to control rising pension costs 
must be undertaken with regard to sound fiscal practices and long-term stability. For this 
reason, the Senate Select Committee on Budget & Tax Reform, which is chaired by Senator 
Liz Krueger, submits this report reviewing the growing financial strain of pension costs and 
the extent to which amortization strategies can help.

New York State & Local Retirement System
New York, like almost every other state, provides public employees with a defined-benefit 
pension, which provides a guaranteed post-retirement income stream to public employees 
based on the length of their career and the level of compensation they receive. Pensions are 
paid out of pooled retirement funds, to which both active employees and government employ-
ers contribute. While many State and local government employees are statutorily required to 
pay a fixed 3 percent of gross earnings to the system for the first ten years of service, contribu-
tions from participating employers vary considerably from one year to the next due to a variety 
of factors (e.g. actuarial assumptions concerning the longevity of current employees, average 
compensation, levels of inflation, as well as the market performance of the fund overall). The 

I. Executive Summary
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remaining portion of the fund’s assets consists of investment income.1

The New York State Common Retirement Fund (CRF)2 holds these assets in trust for 
more than one million employees and retirees of State government, most local governments 
and some public authorities. The estimated value of the fund as of March 31, 2010 was 
$132.6 billion, the third largest pension plan in the United States. Over three thousand state 
and local government employers participate in the pension system, with over $6.84 billion 
paid out in benefits in 2008. Employers contributed roughly $2.65 billion to the retirement 
system in 2008, with enrolled employees contributing an additional $265.7 million. 

Employer Contributions—An Uncertain Financial Commitment
Many factors affect the annual contribution required of participating employers, but none 
to a greater extent than the fund’s overall return on investment. When the Fund’s invest-
ments earn a larger than expected return, the annual contribution rates normally decrease. 
Conversely, when the rate of return falls short of projections, the contribution rates normal-
ly increase. The recent economic decline has therefore placed considerable upward pressure 
on employer contributions in order to maintain the actuarially required funding level of the 
system, imposing added budgetary strain on state and local governments. In some instances, 
these increased contribution requirements require local governments to curtail spending in 
other areas, such as education, infrastructure improvement and health care. 

Amortization—Smoothing the Way or Stretching the Limits?
One method utilized to mitigate significant increases in pension contributions is to allow 
employers to amortize a portion of increased contribution costs over time, providing em-
ployers with significant temporary budget relief. Pension amortization is not a new concept; 
it is something federal, state and local governments have practiced for decades to smooth 
over time the financial commitment necessary to support pension systems. Amortization 
can be very effective. By stabilizing annual employer contributions, amortization gives a 
modicum of predictability to participating employers, forestalling the need for undesirable 
tax increases or painful service reductions. At the same time however, amortization pro-
longs the period over which employer contributions will increase, and the additional cost 
being shouldered due to interest costs can in all likelihood exacerbate the very fiscal straits 
that led to amortization in the first place. 
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II. The Basics

In recent years, many state and local governments have encountered funding crises in their 
public pension systems due to a variety of contributing factors:

ff very large losses in the stock market;
ff the escalation in health care costs;
ff generous pension and health benefits provided in defined benefit plans;
ff public employees retiring earlier and living longer; and
ff reduction and postponement of employer contributions to the pension plans.
One method used by public and private sector employers to mitigate the sometimes huge 

spikes in contributions to public and private pensions is called pension amortization. It 
involves the smoothing of contribution rate hikes by stretching over several years the period 
in which payments are due. 

Pensions
Most public pension plans are actually what are referred to as “defined-benefit” plans. Na-
tionwide, 84% of state and local government workers have access to defined-benefit plans, 
compared to 21% of private sector workers.3 Under a defined-benefit pension plan, the 
employer promises to pay their employees a specific benefit for life beginning at retirement.

The benefit is calculated in advance using a formula based on age, earnings, and years of 
service. The liability of the pension lies with the employer who is responsible for making the 
hiring decisions. Employer contributions to a defined benefit pension plan are based on a 
formula that calculates the investments needed to meet the defined benefit. These contribu-
tions are actuarially determined by taking into consideration the employee’s life expectancy 
and normal retirement age, possible changes to interest rates, annual retirement benefit 
amounts and the potential for employee turnover.

In the case of New York, a defined benefit is a constitutional guarantee for public sector 
state and local employees, under Article V, Section VII. Pensions are paid out of pooled re-
tirement funds, to which government employers contribute varying amounts, depending on 
actuarial assumptions and market fluctuations. Traditionally, the funding assumptions to 
support the pension system were that the retirement fund investments would earn a “target” 
rate of return averaging 8 percent a year. However, State Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli 
on September 2, 2010 announced his acceptance of the Retirement System Actuary’s recom-
mendation to lower this assumed investment rate of return to 7.5 percent.4 When returns 
exceed the target rate, as they did during the stock market boom of the 1990’s, the employer 
contribution is reduced. When returns fall below the target rate, employers in most instanc-
es must make up the difference.

In some instances, these elevated funding requirements led employers to curtail spend-
ing in other areas, such as education, roads and health care, as well as consider the need to 
raise taxes to support their pension obligations. For local employers, the last option usually 
translates into property tax hikes.
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Amortization
The recent economic crisis has seriously impacted the overall funding stability of public 
pension funds due to investment income sustaining heavy losses and liabilities continuing 
to increase. Contributions to fund these losses in pension plans and comply with actuarial-
ly-required funding levels impose significant hardships on state and local governments.

Over the 20-year period ending March 31, 2009, 82.2 percent of the income for the New 
York State Common Retirement Fund, which combines the assets of the New York State 
Employees’ Retirement System and New York State Police and Fire Retirement System, has 
come from investment gains. Contributions from employers accounted for 13.9 percent of 
that income, and employees’ contributions accounted for 3.8 percent.5 And if economic trends 
continue, the share employers are expected to shoulder could increase substantially. In the 
nine-year period ending March 31, 2009, local employers’ total contributions increased about 
10-fold to $1.6 billion. During the same period, the State’s total contribution increased over 

Table 1
Arguments for and Against Amortization

Pros  Cons

Explosive growth in pension contributions, unless 
mitigated by amortization or other methods, would likely 
trigger undesirable tax hikes and place increased pres-
sure on state and local budgets.

Pension funding becomes costlier over the long run 
due to interest that state and local employers must 
pay on their amortized portions.

Significant spikes in employer contribution rates for 
pension funds wreak havoc on budgets and budget 
planning. Amortization would restore a modicum of 
predictability when budgeting.

Amortization effectively borrows from a pension fund 
that needs (traditionally) an 8 percent rate of return 
on investment. However, it is being repaid at a lower 
rate, thus short-changing the fund. The interest rate 
on the amortized portions is a 5 percent debt rate 
instead of 8 percent.

Smoothing of contribution rates is valid on an actuari-
al basis because pension costs are not operating costs 
but rather a long-term liability. Contribution rates are 
calculated based on estimates of benefit costs of an 
employee over their entire lifetime.

Deferring recognition of pension costs that have 
already occurred inappropriately shifts these costs to 
future taxpayers (i.e. generational theft). Borrowing 
through the pension funds is not as transparent to 
taxpayers and works to hide rapidly mounting costs 
from them.

Amortization destabilizes the pension system because 
it undermines the amount of assets available to the 
fund for future benefits.

By stretching out payments, amortization essentially 
delays “the day of reckoning,” when lawmakers must 
address the non-sustainability of a pension system.
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80-fold to $889.2 million. These State and local figures include employer premiums to the 
Group Term Life Insurance Plan.6

One method utilized to mitigate significant increases in pension contributions is to 
allow employers to amortize a portion of increased contribution costs over time, providing 
employers with significant temporary budget relief. Pension amortization is not a new con-
cept; it is something federal, state and local governments have approved for decades. In fact, 
on June 25, 2010, President Obama signed the Preservation of Access to Care and Medicare 
Beneficiaries and Pension Relief Act to allow pension plan sponsors to amortize funding 
gaps over a longer period of time than is currently allowed. New York has relied on amor-
tization to resolve pension funding issues for almost 80 years, with the practice becoming 
more prevalent in the State over the past two decades.

Is pension amortization an appropriate tool for employers to use in order to reduce pen-
sion contributions in times of fiscal uncertainty and limits? The arguments for amortization 
can be just as compelling as those against it (SeefTablef1).
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III. New York State’s Experiences 
with Amortization

The Beginning
In 1920, the Legislature created a State Employees’ Retirement System, which was placed 
under the administrative authority of the State Comptroller (Ch. 741, L. 1920). The Legis-
lature in 1966 created the Police and Fire Retirement System (Ch. 1,000, L. 1966). Together, 
the two systems form the New York State and Local Retirement System (the Retirement 
System), which is one of the world’s largest public retirement systems.

It did not take long for amortization to work its way into New York State’s pension 
funding methods. In 1932, Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Legislature clashed 
over funding of the State’s Retirement System. The Legislature that year eliminated a $1.6 
million appropriation ($25 million in 2010 dollars) from the Executive Budget for the pen-
sion fund and replaced it with a requirement for employees to pay that sum out of their reg-
ular contributions. Roosevelt vetoed the Legislature’s alternative pension payment method, 
leaving his successor, Herbert H. Lehman, to deal with that year’s funding deficiency.7

Governor Lehman repeatedly proposed fully funding the Retirement System, but the 
Legislature left out monies covering the 1932 deficiency. It was in 1934 when Lehman found 
a way to cover the 1932 deficiency. At the recommendation of the pension fund’s manag-
ers, Lehman proposed and approved a 10-year amortization for the System’s unfunded 
liabilities.8

In the nearly 80 years since Lehman stretched out New York’s contribution for the Re-
tirement System, lawmakers have continued to rely on amortization when facing significant 
one-time costs (SeefAppendixf1). In many cases over the past two decades, pension amortiza-
tions came as a result of the legislative actions that created additional unfunded liabilities 
in part by increasing the value of retiree benefits or by making such benefits temporarily 
available to more workers.

Recent Examples
An example of one of these legislative actions was an act that revised the way annual con-
tributions to the Retirement System were calculated (Ch. 62, L. 1989). The change resulted 
in the underfunding of each system—New York State and Local Employees’ Retirement 
System (NYSERS), New York State Teachers’ Retirement System (NYSTRS), New York State 
and Local Police and Fire Retirement System (NYSPFRS)—and prompted the need for 
“catch-up” payments. Participating local governments were given three “catch-up” payment 
options, including amortizing the unfunded actuarial accrued liability for a 17-year period, 
usually at an 8% or 8.25% interest rate.9

Other actions included a streak of amortizations authorized as Governor George Pataki 
sought to shrink the State’s workforce by initiating retirement programs between 1995 and 
2002. The Legislature also approved cost of living adjustments in the pension system in 
1995, as well as an early retirement incentive in 2010. By adding more retirees than normally 
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anticipated and increasing costs to the Retirement System through cost of living adjust-
ments, employers are required to contribute more into the pension while also decreasing the 
amount of funds that must go toward payroll. In many cases, the unfunded actuarial ac-
crued liabilities resulting from these retirement incentive programs were either paid by cash 
or by amortization over a five-year period.10

New York State and local employers sailed through the 1990s with low or no contribu-
tion rates. But the combined impacts of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and a reces-
sion abruptly ended the era of the burdenless Retirement System (SeefTablef2). For example, 
the State’s scheduled contribution to the Employees’ Retirement System went from $57.5 
million in 2002 to $265.7 million a year later. By 2005, the State’s contribution peaked at 
$1 billion. But the Employees’ Retirement System contribution spikes were even steeper for 
local employers, who saw their scheduled contribution rise from $197 million in 2002 to 
$317.6 million a year later and peak at $1.5 billion in 2005.
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With scheduled Retirement System contributions expected to double or triple in the 
early 2000s, New York lawmakers developed a method of mitigating the fi scal impacts of 
these increases. In 2003, they allowed the State and local employers to amortize the portion 
of their 2004-2005 contributions to the two systems (Ch. 49, L. 2003). Contributions ex-
ceeding 7 percent of payroll could be amortized for fi ve years at an interest rate of 8 percent 
(later reduced to 5 percent).

In 2004, lawmakers authorized similar amortizations (Ch. 260, L. 2004). Local employ-
ers could amortize their contributions exceeding 9.5 percent for the 2005-2006 fi scal year 
and 10.5 percent for the 2006-2007 fi scal year. Th e amortization periods were set at 10 years 
at an interest rate of 8 percent, or at a fi xed rate that refl ected the market rate of return on 
taxable fi xed rate securities with similar terms issued by comparable issuers (5 percent) set 
by the Comptroller. Th e amortization period for the 2004-2005 fi scal year was also extend-
ed from fi ve years to 10.
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Table 3
Costs of Amortizations to New York State:
Annual Amounts of “Principal” and the Estimated Interest Owed

• 2004-2005 State Amortized Amount Receivable
• 2004-2005 State Interest Owed on Amortization

• 2005-2006 State  Amortized Amount Receivable
• 2005-2006 State Interest Owed on Amortization 

2004–2005 Amortization ($Millions) As of March 31 2005–2006 Amortization ($Millions) As of March 31
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Table 4
Costs of Amortizations to New York Local Employers:
Annual Amounts of “Principal” and the Estimated Interest Owed, as of March 31

• 2004-2005 Employer Amortized Amount Receivable
• 2004-2005 Employer Interest Owed on Amortization

• 2005-2006 Employer Amortized 
Amount Receivable

• 2005-2006 Employer Interest Owed 
on Amortization

• 2006-2007 Employer Amor-
tized Amount Receivable 

• 2006-2007 Employer Inter-
est Owed on Amortization

Costs of Amortization
Although the pension amortizations authorized in 2003 and 2004 saved the State and local 
employers from absorbing large increases in pension contributions all at once, the stretch-
ing of this burden has come at a signifi cant cost. Carrying an interest rate of 5 percent, the 
2004-2005 and 2005-2006 amortizations have resulted in an estimated $131.1 million in 
cumulative interest costs to the State (SeefTablef3). Local employers’ cumulative interest cost 
for the 2004-2005, 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 amortizations is an estimated $32.7 million 
(SeefTablef).

2004–2005 Amortization ($Millions) 2005–2006 Amortization ($Millions) 2006–2007 Amortization ($Millions)
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IV. Current Amortization Proposals 
vs. Previous Amortization Acts

After sustaining large losses in the equities markets during the global economic recession, 
the New York State Common Retirement Fund ended the 2008-2009 fiscal year with a 

negative 26.3 percent return. As a result of 
this loss, the Retirement System’s Actuary 
indicated that by 2011 contribution rates 
would reach the historical rates that hit 
local employers between 2005 and 2007. 
Recognizing the burdens the contribution 
hikes would impose of local employers, the 
Comptroller in September 2009 suggested 
reviving the types of amortization-based 
relief measures the Legislature passed in 
2003 and 2004.11

During the 2010 legislative session, 
multiple bills emerged proposing longer-
term amortization actions covering mul-
tiple years instead of the shorter-term 
initiatives authorized earlier this decade 
(SeefAppendixf2). Legislation introduced at 
the State Comptroller’s request included 
S.5826/ A.8899 (SAVINO/ABBATE). Another 
amortization bill was A.9037 (ABBATE), 
which was also submitted at the request of 
the Comptroller but it gained no Senate 
sponsor. This bill also received the Execu-
tive’s support and passed the Assembly in 
June 2009. Governor Paterson’s amortiza-
tion proposal, which was included in his 
2010-2011 Executive Budget and similar to 
A.9037, projected $217 million in savings in 
the 2010-2011 fiscal year and $475 million 
in the 2012-2013 fiscal year.12

Each of these bills share the proposal 
to allow the State and local employers to 
amortize for 10 years the amount of their 
contributions that exceed a certain per-
centage of their payroll. However, a key 

Table 5
Differences between 2010 Amortization Proposals 
and those Previously Enacted

ff While the 2003 and 2004 acts limited amortizations to one or 
two billing cycles, the 2010 proposals provide for amortizations 
over six billing cycles or an indefinite amount of billing cycles;

ff In the past, amortization authorizations came in direct response 
to legislative actions or in anticipation of impending financial 
situations. The 2010 proposals reach far into the future, where it 
will be harder to maintain the direct relationship between legis-
lative or economic factors and amortization actions;

ff While the 2003 and 2004 acts set the same thresholds for the 
amounts of NYSERS and NYSPFRS contributions the State 
and local employers can amortize, the 2010 proposals set dif-
ferent thresholds for the amounts eligible for amortization un-
der the two systems. The base amortized portion for NYSERS 
(9.5 percent over payroll) is lower than the NYSPFRS’ base 
amortized portion (17.5 percent), partly because the former 
mostly consists of Tier III and Tier IV workers while the latter 
has higher concentrations of Tier II workers;

ff Traditionally, the Legislature set the interest rate on the amor-
tized portion at 8 percent or at a fixed rate reflective of com-
parable market rates, as determined by the Comptroller. The 
2010 proposals leave the interest rate question solely to the 
determination of the Comptroller;

ff In 2003, the Legislature set a minimum contribution rate or 4.5 
percent for the 2004-2005 fiscal year, compared to the 2010 
proposals’ rates of 5.5 percent and 4.5 percent;

ff In past years, local employers’ participation in a pension contri-
bution stabilization fund was not a prerequisite to amortization, 
as it is in some of the 2010 proposals.
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difference between these bills was that S.5826 authorized amortizations over an indefinite 
period while A.9037 authorized amortizations over six fiscal years. Under S.5826, participat-
ing employers would also be required to deposit surplus contributions into a Contribution 
Reserve Fund, which could be tapped to help employers meet rising contribution costs. 
Contrarily, A.9037 did not make participation in such a contribution stabilization fund a 
prerequisite to amortization.

On August 3, 2010, the Senate passed a budget revenue bill (S.6610-C/A.9710-D), which 
included pension amortization provisions similar to those in S.5826. This legislation, which 
passed the Assembly on July 1, 2010, made amortization a permanent option for participat-
ing Employees’ Retirement System and Police and Fire Retirement System employers. This 
legislation was signed by the Governor on August 11, 2010.

Although all of these bills proposed 10-year amortizations, they were significantly differ-
ent from amortization actions authorized earlier this decade (SeefTablef5).
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V. Pension Amortization  
in Other States

Two Amortization Approaches: Routine v. Reactive
The significant budget challenges resulting from recent declines in public pension fund as-
sets are not unique to New York. Many other states have sustained heavy losses and utilize 
varying forms of amortization to mitigate the impact of rising employer contribution levels 
(SeefAppendixf3). The most predominant form of amortization practiced by a majority of 
states is employed during the routine preparation of the retirement plan’s actuarialfvalu-
ation, where system assets and liabilities are calculated and annual employer contribution 
rates are set.

When an actuarial valuation of a given retirement system is conducted, the plan’s an-
nual required contribution (ARC) is calculated by an actuary once the plan’s overall fund-
ing requirement is established. The employer’s required contribution reflects two principle 
valuations; the amount needed to fund benefits accrued in the current period (the normal 
cost), and the amount needed to retire the plan’s unfunded actuarial accrued liability over 
the plan’s funding period (the UAAL). 13 Both valuations are reflected as a percentage of each 
participating employer’s annual payroll.

Most states permit the amortization of the UAAL so as to evenly spread unfunded pen-
sion liabilities over time. In fact, the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB), 
which came into being in the early 1980s, has certified the soundness of this amortization 
practice. GASB Statements No. 25 and 27,14 issued in 1994, defined an acceptable amortiza-
tion period, which was originally up to 40 years but later reduced to 30 years in 2006.15 
As noted earlier, the amortization of unfunded liabilities in this manner is a widespread 
practice among state and local retirement systems.

Another form of amortization, while less frequent, occurs when a system’s employers 
cannot meet the annual required contribution due in a given year. In such a case, the em-
ployer will often amortize the unfunded portion of their required contribution for that fis-
cal year over a fixed period (usually 10 years). New York State’s pension amortization actions 
over the past two decades fall in line with this reactive approach. This form of amortization 
of one year’s required contribution was undertaken most recently by the Virginia Retire-
ment System. In 2010, Virginia was unable to make its scheduled employer contribution for 
state employees of $504 million, and will instead pay the 2010 amount over 10 years with 
interest beginning in the 2012-14 biennium.16

Consequences of Amortization
While these amortization techniques do provide needed fiscal relief for state and local 
governments and help reduce the volatility of contribution rates, it also prolongs the period 
over which employer contributions will increase, not to mention the additional cost being 
shouldered due to interest charges. Although employer pension contributions are estimated 
to have roughly doubled from 2002 to 2008, the average ARC paid in the 2008 fiscal year 
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remains below that of 2002 fiscal year levels. This discrepancy exists because the ARC for 
most plans has increased faster than the increase in employer contributions, primarily due 
to increased costs required to amortize unfunded liabilities that resulted from the 2000-
2002 market decline.17 Unfunded state pension liabilities increased to $457.1 billion in the 
2008 fiscal year from $359 billion in the 2007 fiscal year—a 10.3 percent increase.18 The 
average UAAL per capita increased to $1,809 in 2008 from $1,458 in 2007. In relation to the 
resources available to service these growing requirements, debt per capita and the per capita 
unfunded pension liability relative to personal income had a 50-state average of 7.5 percent 
in 2008, compared to 6.6 percent a year earlier.19 In other words, states are relying on a de-
preciating asset base to service a rapidly appreciating liability. Amortization techniques may 
be contributing, in part, to this downward trend in the aggregate funding ratios of public 
retirement systems by masking the existence of unfunded liabilities with lower employer 
contribution rates.

While amortization can ease the burden of pension contributions, it can also make 
them heavier when employed improperly. Some states have encountered serious funding 
problems after miscalculating the fiscal impacts of amortization periods and level-dollar 
amounts. Under a level-dollar amortization, the UAAL is amortized by equal amounts over 
the amortization period, instead of being amortized by a percentage of payroll. Examples of 
other states’ amortizations missteps include:

ff In 1993, Illinois changed its actuarial funding methodology used to calculate the amortiza-
tion amount to a level-percentage of payroll instead of a level-dollar amount over a 40-year 
period. This change was the largest factor behind contribution increases in the past 17 
years.20

ff Prior to 2009, Washington state closed its Public Employees Retirement System Plan 1 
and Teachers’ Retirement System Plan 1. These two plans produced negative amortiza-
tion, a situation when a payment is less than the interest due. This negative amortization 
likely contributed to the underfunding of the plans.21

Supplemental Amortization Measures
When a significant and prolonged investment decline occurs, traditional amortization 
methods may not, by themselves, be sufficient to stabilize contribution rates. In addition 
to the amortization methods described above, states have begun to look at other contribu-
tion stabilization methods. One approach establishes what are commonly termed “funding 
corridors.” Under this approach, employer contribution rates remain fixed while the plan’s 
funded ratio is within an established range, and change when the ratio falls outside of the 
range. For example, employer contributions could be fixed while the plan’s funded ratio is 
between 90 percent and 110 percent. However, if the ratio falls below 90 percent (or above 
110 percent), the contribution rate is adjusted to amortize the underfunded (or overfunded) 
liabilities over a set period (e.g. 30 years). Some states have used multiple corridors in order 
to amortize the liabilities over different periods (e.g. California).

The advantage of this approach is that it stabilizes contribution rates while allowing 
adjustments that reflect the plan’s funded status. Consequently, it helps to guard against 
plan underfunding or overfunding. Moreover, since the contribution rate is changed to 
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reflect current circumstances, it is unlikely the rate would be set too high or too low over 
the long term. However, unless the contribution rate is initially based on what would be 
required at the low end of the funding corridor, an additional accounting liability could 
be created. The disadvantage is that the contribution rate might require a sharp adjust-
ment when the corridor boundary is crossed. If the lower boundary is very low (e.g., 
70%), significant unfunded liabilities could build up before it is reached. Once crossed, 
the amortization of unfunded liabilities would likely result in a sharp increase in the 
employer’s contributions.
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Year Act Background Provisions
Amortization  
period/rate

1989 Recalculation of 
Pension Funding 
and Amortiza-
tion of Amounts 
outstanding
(Ch. 62, L. 1989)

The Legislature revised the billing cycle 
for the retirement liability and placed 
government agencies on a current ba-
sis for contributions to the Retirement 
System. The change resulted in the un-
derfunding of each system (NYSERS, 
NYSTRS, NYSPFRS) and prompted the 
need for “catch-up” payments.

Participating local governments were given 
three “catch-up” payment options, including 
amortizing the unfunded actuarial ac-
crued liability amount due by a certain date 
through a direct loan from the State.

17 years at 8% (NYSTRS), 
8.25% (NYSERS, NYSPFRS)

1995-
2002, 
2010

Retirement incen-
tive Programs

ff in an effort to downsize the 
State government workforce, 
the Legislature approved a 
series of retirement incentive 
programs.

ff in many cases, the unfunded 
actuarial accrued liabilities 
resulting from these programs 
were either paid by amortiza-
tion or by cash. 

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
1995-1996 fiscal year (Ch. 12, L. 1995).

5 years

Supplemental increases for eligible retirees 
(Ch. 119, L. 1995).

10 years

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
1996-1997 fiscal year (Ch. 30, L. 1996).

5 years

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
1997-1998 fiscal year (Ch. 41, L. 1997).

5 years

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
1998-1999 fiscal year (Ch. 47, L. 1998).

5 years

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
1999-2000 fiscal year (Ch. 70, L. 1999).

5 years

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
2000-2001 fiscal year (Ch. 86, L. 2000).

5 years

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
2002-2003 fiscal year; also permitted an 
employee at age 55 to retire with 25 years of 
service without diminution or penalty of their 
standard benefits. (Ch. 69, L. 2002)

5 years

Flexible retirement incentive program for 
2010-2011 fiscal year; also permitted an 
employee at age 55 to retire with 25 years of 
service without diminution or penalty of their 
standard benefits (Ch. 105, 2010).

5 years

Recent NYS Pension Amortization Actions
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Year Act Background Provisions
Amortization  
period/rate

2003 State and Local 
government Pen-
sion Bill Relief
(Ch. 49, L. 2003)

ff while the robust economy of 
the 1990s and early 2000s 
kept contribution rates low, the 
September 11, 2001 terrorist 
attacks, a recession and a 
barrage of retirement benefits 
passed since 1995 marked 
the end to painless pension 
contributions.

ff  Looking to minimize the 
burdens posed by massive 
contribution rate hikes, the 
Legislature allowed the State 
and local employers to stretch 
out their pension payments.

ff Local governments were allowed to 
amortize 2004-2005 contributions 
exceeding 7% of payroll (for NYSERS 
and NYSPFRS).

ff The State was authorized to amortize 
a portion of its contribution bill for the 
2004-2005 fiscal year. its amortized 
portion calculated in a same way local 
governments calculated their portions. 
The amortization term and rate applied 
to local governments were also applied 
to the State.

ff A minimum contribution rate was set 
at 4.5% of payroll, compared to the 
average 1 percent the State and local 
governments paid a year earlier.

5 years at 8%

2004 Continued State 
and Local gov-
ernment Pension 
Bill Relief
(Ch. 260, L. 
2004)

To continue to provide temporarily 
fiscal relief to local governments 
some pension liabilities were 
stretched out again.

ff  Local governments were allowed to 
amortize 2005-2006 contributions 
exceeding 9.5% of payroll (for NYSERS 
and NYSPFRS).

ff Local governments were allowed to 
amortize 2006-2007 contributions 
exceeding 10.5% of payroll (for NYSERS 
and NYSPFRS).

ff The 7% amortization option the State 
was given for the 2004-2005 retire-
ment bill was extended to the State’s 
2005-2006 bill.

ff The date pension payments are due was 
changed from December 15 to Febru-
ary 1.

ff Local governments were authorized 
to create retirement contribution 
reserve funds into which moneys from 
various sources—including transfers 
from other reserve funds—could be 
deposited.

ff 10 years at 8%.
ff Alternatively, the 

Comptroller was au-
thorized to set a fixed 
rate of interest on am-
ortized amounts that 
more closely reflected 
the market rate of 
return on taxable fixed 
rate securities with 
similar terms issued by 
comparable issuers. 
ultimately, rates were 
set at 5%.

ff Changed the 5-year 
amortization period for 
contributions exceed-
ing 7 percent of payroll 
for the 2004-2005 
fiscal year to a 10-year 
period.

2005 Expansion of 
Pension Bill Relief 
to State
(Ch. 56, L. 2005)

Extended to the State provisions 
already available to local govern-
ments.

The State was authorized to amortize a 
portion of its contribution bill for the 2005-
2006 fiscal year. The allowed amortized 
portion was set at 9.5%.

10 years at a rate calculated 
at a level comparable to 
current taxable fixed rate 
securities.

Recent NYS Pension Amortization Actions

Davis, Robert L. An Introduction to Pension Obligation Bonds and Other Post-Employment Benefits, 3rd ed. booklet. Orrick, Herrington & 
Sutcliffe LLP, 2006. Accessed at http://www.orrick.com/fileupload/247.pdf.

Bang-Jensen, Lisa. “Early retirement for state workers: Money-saver, or costly sweetener?” Public Payroll Watch, May 2010. Empire Center 
for New York State Policy. Accessed at http://www.empirecenter.org/pb/2010/05/ppwprint6051110.cfm.
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S.6610-C/A.9710-D
(BUDGET)
(Ch. 57, L. 2010)

S.5826-A/A.8899-A  
(SAVINO/ABBATE) A.9037 (ABBATE) Past NYS Amortization Acts

Minimum  
Contribution 
Rate

4.5% of payroll. Similar to S.6610-C/
A.9710-D.

5.5% of payroll. A minimum contribution 
rate was set at 4.5% of 
payroll for the 2004-
2005 fiscal year.

Amount  
Eligible for 
Amortization

Formulas are provided 
in the legislation for 
determining the amount 
eligible for amortization. 
The amortized portion 
of employers’ bills must 
exceed the following per-
centages of payroll: 
NYSERS: 9.5%
NYSPFRS: 17.5%

Similar to as S.6610-
C/A.9710-D.

The portion of employers’ 
bills over the following 
amounts of payroll can be 
amortized:
NYSERS

ff 9.5% for 2010/11 bills,
ff 10.5% for 2011/12 bills
ff 11.5% for 2012/13 bills,
ff 12.5% for 2013/14 bills,
ff 13.5% for 2014/15 bills,
ff 14.5% for 2015/16 bills.

NYSPFRS
ff 17.5% for 2010/11 bills,
ff 18.5% for 2011/12 bills
ff 19.5% for 2012/13 bills,
ff 20.5% for 2013/14 bills, 
ff 21.5% for 2014/15 bills,
ff 22.5% for 2015/16 bills.

ff Amortization por-
tions for NYSERS and 
NYSPFRS ranged 
from amounts of 
payroll exceeding 7 
percent of payroll in 
the 2004-2005 fiscal 
year and 10.5% for 
2006-2007.

ff Traditionally, the 
amounts eligible for 
amortization were the 
same for NYSERS and 
NYSPFRS, but the 
Governor and Comp-
troller have proposed 
separate portion rates 
for the system.

Amortization 
Period

10 years. Similar to S.6610-C/
A.9710-D.

10 years. 10 years.

Interest rate Comptroller determines 
the rate which approxi-
mates a market rate of 
return on taxable fixed 
rate securities with 
similar terms issued by 
comparable issuers.

Similar to S.6610-C/
A.9710-D.

Comptroller determines 
rate which approximates 
a market rate of return on 
taxable fixed rate securi-
ties.

Traditionally, the rate was 
set at 8%, but in 2004 
and 2005 the Comptrol-
ler was authorized to set 
a fixed rate of interest on 
amortized amounts.

Eligibility 
Period

Pension amortization 
becomes a permanent 
option for participating 
NYSERS and NYSPFRS 
employers.

Similar to S.6610-C/
A.9710-D.

NYSERS and NYSPFRS 
employers can choose 
this option for six con-
secutive billing cycles, 
beginning with the 2011 
budget invoice.

Amortization options 
have traditionally been 
limited to specific fiscal 
years. Amortizations have 
primarily been authorized 
in direct response to 
legislative or economic 
factors that substantially 
impacted the Retirement 
System’s funding levels.

Past v. Present NYS Pension Amortization Legislation
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S.6610-C/A.9710-D
(BUDGET)
(Ch. 57, L. 2010)

S.5826-A/A.8899-A  
(SAVINO/ABBATE) A.9037 (ABBATE) Past NYS Amortization Acts

Contribution 
Stabilization  
Funding 
Mechanisms

Creates for employers a 
Contribution Reserve Ac-
counts, which become an 
asset of the Retirement 
System. Surplus contri-
butions must be deposit-
ed in the interest-bearing 
contribution stabilization 
funds when rates fall 
below certain levels and 
employers have paid off 
outstanding amortiza-
tions. Fund monies can 
be used when employer 
contribution rates rise. 

Similar to S.6610-C/
A.9710-D.

N/A Local governments in 
2004 were authorized to 
create retirement con-
tribution reserve funds 
into which moneys from 
various sources—includ-
ing transfers from other 
reserve funds—could be 
deposited.

Prerequisites Employers must par-
ticipate in contribution 
stabilization fund.

Similar to S.6610-C/
A.9710-D. 

No mandatory contribu-
tion to stabilization fund.

No mandatory retirement 
contribution reserve fund.

Past v. Present NYS Pension Amortization Legislation
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State Amortization Statute Policy
Funding Level (as 
of June 2008)22

Alabama Code of AL §36-27-24 Amortization period for UAAL not less than 10 nor more 
than 30 years, determined by the Board of Control. (The 
statutory maximum of 30 years was increased from 20 
years on March 22, 2010)

77%

Alaska No Amortization Employer contributions are made on the basis of a fixed 
percentage, with a cost-sharing mechanism in place with 
the State if the contribution falls below the actuarial re-
quired contribution.

76%

Arizona A.R.S. §38-737 Rolling amortization period between 20 and 30 years for 
amortizing UAAL, as determined by the Fund Manager.

80%

Arkansas No Amortization When computing employer contribution rates, the actuarial 
review of the Arkansas Public Employees Retirement System 
amortizes UAAL over a 30-year period, in line with the rules of 
the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB). 

87%

California www.calpers.ca.gov/index.jsp? 
bc=/about/press/pr-2009/
june/adopts-new-process.xml

Investment gains and losses over the next 3 years are to be 
amortized over a fixed and declining 30-year period. 

87%

Colorado C.R.S. 24-51-411 Amortization “equalization disbursement” provided for, 
which is aggregated in a fund drawn on to meet the un-
funded liabilities of the system. 

70%

Connecticut CGS Ch. 66 §5-156a 40 year amortization period for UAAL. 62%

Delaware §5544(b) Open amortization period of 20 years for UAAL. 98%

Florida §121.031(4) Fixed 30 year amortization period for UAAL. 101%

Georgia OCGA §47-20-10 Provides for a variety of amortization periods, ranging from 
15 to 30 years, depending on the cause of any increase in 
the UAAL.

92%

Hawaii H.R.S §88-122(d) Amortization of UAAL over a 29-year period. Any increase 
or decrease in the total unfunded accrued liability resulting 
from legislative changes in the benefit provisions of the em-
ployees' retirement system shall be liquidated over a period 
of time to be determined by the actuary.

69%

Idaho Idaho Code §59-1322 25 year amortization period with a minimum amortization 
payment rate in place that is tied to the retirement system’s 
overall funding level. 

93%

Illinois 40 ILCS §5(1a)-102 Amortization period not to exceed 40 years. 54%

Indiana IC 5-10.3-6-5 Amortization period to be determined by the Board of Trust-
ees of the Indiana Public Employees’ Retirement Fund.

72%

Iowa Iowa Code §97B.11(2d) 10-year amortization period. 89%

Kansas KPERS Comprehensive An-
nual Financial Report

Fixed amortization period set to end in 2033 59%

Pension Amortization Policies in Other States
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State Amortization Statute Policy
Funding Level (as 
of June 2008)22

Kentucky K.R.S. §61.565 Any significant increase in the actuarially accrued liability 
due to benefit improvements after the 2007 valuation shall 
be amortized using the level-percentage-of-payroll amorti-
zation method over a separate 30-year period commencing 
in the year of the actuarial valuation in which the benefit 
improvements are first reflected.

64%

Louisiana LA Constitution Article VII 
§10(D)(b), Article X §29(E)
(2)(c)

UAAL amortized over 30 years, but amortization cannot be 
used directly or indirectly to fund COLA increases for each 
system.

70%

Maine ME Constitution Article IX 
§18(b)

UAAL amortized for 31 years. 80%

Maryland §25.305.2 All unfunded liabilities or surpluses accrued as of June 30, 
2000 are to be amortized over 20 years; and any new un-
funded liabilities or surpluses that have accrued from July 1 
of the preceding fiscal year over 25 years.

78%

Massachusetts A.L.M. GL ch. 32 §22 Amortization of UAAL over 30 years. 63%

Michigan §38.38(3) UAAL amortized over a period equal to or less than 40 years. 84%

Minnesota No Amortization Employer contributions are a fixed percentage of total payroll. 81%

Mississippi No Amortization 73%

Missouri M.R.S. §104.320 UAAL amortized over a period of 30 years. 83%

Montana Montana PERB Directive Amortization periods vary between retirement systems, but 
they are not to exceed 30 years. 

84%

Nebraska N.R.S. §84-1309 UAAL amortized over a period of 30 years. 92%

Nevada No Amortization 76%

New Hampshire Ch. 100-A: 16-II(e) UAAL amortized over a period of 30 years. 68%

New Jersey Chapter 92, P.L. 2007, Chap-
ter 133, P.L. 2001 and Chapter 
115, P.L. 1997.

UAAL amortized over a 30- to 40-year period, with pay-
ments of the UAAL mandated to increase by at least 4 
percent from the previous year’s payment. 

73%

New Mexico N.M.R.S. §10-11-8 UAAL amortized over 30 years. 83%

New York RSSL Ch. 260 of the Laws of 
2004

Local employers permitted to amortize over ten years, at 5% 
interest, the portion of their annual contributions in a specific 
fiscal year (2005, 2006, and 2007) above a certain percent-
age of payroll (7%, 9.5% and 10.5% respectively).

107%

North Carolina N.C.R.S. §135-69 UAAL amortized over 40 years. 99%

North Dakota Ch. 54-52-02.1(3) UAAL amortization period not to exceed 30 years, as deter-
mined by the system’s Board of Trustees. Note: In preparing 
their 2009 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, NDPERS 
amortized their UAAL over an open period of 20 years. 

87%

Ohio §145.221 Amortization of UAAL not to exceed 30 years. 87%

Pension Amortization Policies in Other States
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State Amortization Statute Policy
Funding Level (as 
of June 2008)22

Oklahoma §590:1-1-2 Amortization of UAAL not to exceed 30 years. 61%

Oregon §238.225 Employer pension obligations are to be amortized no more 
than 40 years.

80%

Pennsylvania Act 8 of 2007 Fixed employer contribution rate “floor” at 4% of payroll. 87%

Rhode Island §36-10-2 Amortization of UAAL not to exceed 30 years. 61%

South Carolina Directive of the State Pension 
Board

Amortization of UAAL not to exceed 30 years. 70%

South Dakota §3-12-71 No amortization. State and local employers make matching 
contributions on behalf of enrolled members. 

97%

Tennessee §8-35-206:a(1) Amortization of UAAL not to exceed 30 years. 95%

Texas §811.006 Amortization of UAAL not to exceed 30 years. 91%

Utah §49-11-103 Amortization of UAAL to be made in line with standards 
stipulated by GASB (i.e. 30-year amortization period).

84%

Vermont §473(c)-4 UAAL amortized over a 30-year period, with payments of 
the UAAL mandated to increase by at least 4 percent from 
the previous year’s payment, until the unfunded liability is 
completely retired. 

88%

Virginia §51.1-145(E) UAAL amortized over a 40-year period. 84%

Washington §451-108 2009 law phased in a new funding method to amortize the 
plan’s unfunded liabilities over a rolling 10-year period. 

100%

West Virginia No Amortization 64%

Wisconsin §40.05(2)(b) UAAL amortized over a 30-year period. 100%

Wyoming No Amortization 79%
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Personal Income Tax Reform
ExploringfProgressivefChangesftofNewfYorkfState’sfPer-
sonalfIncomefTaxfSystem. 

ff Public hearing: Albany, March 12, 2009.
ff Report: April 2009

Business Tax Reform
EvaluatingfthefEquitabilityfoffNewfYorkfState’sfBusinessf
andfBankingfTaxfStructuresfandfTheirfEffectivenessftof
FosterfEconomicfGrowthfStatewide.

ff Public hearings: Rochester, April 30, 2009;  
Manhattan, May 21, 2009.

ff Report: July 2009

Telecommunications Tax Reform
ModernizingfNewfYorkfState’sfTelecommunicationfTaxes.

ff Roundtable: Albany, August 12, 2009.
ff Report: September 2009

Property Tax Exemption Reform
EvaluatingfthefNeedsfforfandfCostsfoffNewfYorkfStatef
PropertyfTaxfExemptions.

ff Roundtable: Albany, October 13, 2009.
ff Report: December 2009 

Budget Reform
ImprovingfTransparency,fForecastingfandfFlexibilityfinf
NewfYorkfState’sfBudgetfProcess.

ff Public hearing: Manhattan, December 17, 2009
ff Report: April 2010

Sales Tax Reform: 
EnhancingfNewfYorkfState’sfFiscalfStabilityfThroughfaf
MorefRationalfandfStreamlinedfSalesfTaxfSystem.

ff Public hearing: Albany, June 9, 2010
ff Report: August 2010

Pension Reform: 
PensionfAmortization:fSmoothingfthefWayforfStretchingf
ThefLimits?

ff Report: December 2010

The Select Committee’s members also include Senators Neil Breslin, Kenneth LaValle, 
Kevin Parker, Bill Perkins and Michael Ranzenhofer. Select Committee staff includes Ex-
ecutive Director Michael Lefebvre, Principal Analyst Richard Mereday and Administrator 
James Schlett.

About the Select Committee on 
Budget and Tax Reform

On February 5, 2009, the New York State Senate adopted Senate Resolution No. 315, which 
created the Select Committee on Budget and Tax Reform. Since then, the six-member, bi-
partisan committee chaired by Senator Liz Krueger has sought to look at New York State’s 
entire tax structure. It aims to determine what aspects of it are working smoothly and 
where there are inequities and complications that must be rectified.

Select Committee activities have included:
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